An HPSG-based grammar and a sentence generation system for small set of Japanese in legal expert domain are constructed. The system adopts its own general semantic system into which a domainspecic logical form is converted. This separation between domain-specic semantics and linguistic one gives exibility to both the task processing and the sentence generation. We also propose a visualization system which shows the generation process in a tabular form and operates as a graphical user interface for grammar debugging.
Introduction
As the area of the task becomes wider and the task itself gets more complex, natural language interface becomes more indispensable in order to brief the output of the system. On the other hands, example-based natural language processing [SN90, SI91] is proposed by recent researches, which is one of the promising approaches to oer better natural language interface. Example-based natural language processing, however, requires large corpora especially specic to each task domain. Constructing such corpora is laborious and needs various sorts of machine assistance. In this sense, non example-based natural language processing is still needed at least for bootstrapping.
We are developing a natural language generation system which interfaces between human and inference engines in the legal expert domain. The system is based on a general linguistic theory; especially the outputs of the inference engines are converted from domain-specic logical form into a`general' one. We have also developed a graphical user interface that displays the process of sentence generation for the purpose of debugging and maintenance of the grammar.
There are several generation algorithms with a context free grammar. Semantic-Head Driven Generation (SHDG) [SPvNM90] is the most popular algorithm thanks for its conceptual conciseness. [Tue97] improves SHDG for feature structure-based grammar formalism. [HDMN93] extends SHDG as Bidirectional Chart Generation, which we have adopted. [Sam95] points out that generation can be regarded as parsing a given logical form. He proposes the algorithm which translates a given grammar into a grammar that parses a given logical form for generation and uses it with extended LR parsing algorithm. He claims that his algorithm has an advantage in eciency, since some intermediate data structures in SHDG can be abstracted into a single one. This algorithm, however, cannot be applied to feature structurebased grammar formalism straight forwardly. [PBW95] proposes an improvement of the Shake-and-Bake generation. The Shake-and-Bake generation is a sentence generation algorithm for machine translation. The algorithm rst parses an input sentence in the source language and collects the lexical and phrasal signs used in that parse. Then it translates them into the signs in the target language and combines the translated signs lling up by a target language grammar in trial and error. Although [PBW95] improved the trial-and-error strategy by memoization technique, the computational complexity is still higher than other algorithm.
Organization of this article is as follows: Section 2 illustrates the organization of our sentence generation system. Section 3 and 4 explain the overview of the unication-based grammar and the sentence generation algorithm used in the system. Section 5 discusses a graphical debugging tool to develop and to check the Figure 1: System Overview grammar. Section 6 shows the conversion mechanism from domain-specic logical forms into ones for our grammar formalism. Finally Section 7 concludes the article and describes future direction.
2 Organization of System Our system is a module that receives logical forms from inference engines and translates them into natural language sentences either in Japanese or in English. Figure 1 illustrates the internal structure of the system. Converter converts domain-specic logical forms into typed-feature structures [Car92] 1 , which is a set of attribute-value pairs, based on the Conversion Tables. 2 Converter also extracts`cue' structure such as conjunction and modality from given logical forms. Generator generates a set of sentences from the typed-feature structure received from Converter. Note that Generator is automatically generated from Grammar and Lexicon by SGX, a generator-generator [HDMN93] . Generated Generator produces natural language sentences with the Semantic Head Driven Generation (SHDG) algorithm [SPvNM90, HDMN93] , which is explained in Section 4. Template Selector determines the logical and temporal structure of a complex sentence such as conjunction, disjunction, sequential, and parallel. Merger places the sentences received from Generator into the selected template.
3 Grammar and Lexicon Our grammar is based on Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar (HPSG) [PS94] formalism. This grammar and the parser are constructed as an extension of [WM96] . The grammar basically consists of a set of phrase structure rules like s ! np; vp and n ! [Kim] , which mean \s can consist of np and vp" and \n can be the word`Kim'," respectively. According to the convention, we refer to the left-hand of each phrase structure rule as mother and the constituents of each phrase structure as daughters, respectively. Applying these phrase structure rules recursively, we can synthesize tree structures for a given sentence, and produce sentences from a given tree structure. HPSG formalism, however, species not phrase structures but constraints holding among constituents in these structures. This section explains how we compile or expand these constraints by hands into phrase structures for the sake of eciency. Mothers and daughters are represented as a feature structure, which is a set of pairs of attribute and value. The value of each feature can be a feature structure recursively. In such case we refer to the value .., a n as`the value of a 1 j a 2 j : : : j a n .' For example, we refer to the position marked by 2 in Figure 1 as`the value of synsem j loc j cat j subcat. ' The following list is a part of constraints in HPSG, which are called schema and principles: 1. Each local structure must have a constituent named a mother and a set of constituents named daughters. One of the daughters is called a head. (Immediate Dominance Schema) 2. The value of \synsem j loc j cat j head" in a mother is identical to the value of \synsem j loc j cat j head" in the head daughter. (Head Feature Principle) 3. The value of \synsem j loc j cat j subcat" in a head daughter is a union of the value of synsem in the other daughter(s) and the value of \synsem j loc j cat j subcat" in a mother. (Subcategorization Feature Principle) 4. The value of \synsem j loc j cont" in a mother is identical to the value of \synsem j loc j cont" in a head daughter or there must be some relationship among the value of \synsem j loc j cont" in each daughter and mother. (Semantic Principle) Roughly speaking, the value of synsem j loc j cat j head species a syntactic category of the constituent, like part of speech. So, Principle 2 means that exactly one daughter must have the same syntactic category as that of the mother. Principle 3 says that the (potential) daughters are specied by the value of synsem j loc j cat j subcat in the head daughter. This principle abstracts phrase structure rules s ! np; v,'`s ! np; v; np,' and so forth. Principle 4 determines the relationship among semantics of the daughters and the mother. In most cases, the semantics of the mother is the same as that of the (head) daughter. Figure 2 shows one of the compiled phrase structure rules,`mother ! daughter, head-daughter,' from the above schema and principles. We assume that the number of daughters is at most two for eciency. 3 1 , 2 , ..., 5 are variables, where the same numbered variables are identical. Note that the above schema and principles specify not procedures to combine daughters or to divide a mother but relationship among them. This means that control mechanism must be supplied by external of the grammar. For example, when the system works as a parser, it uses constraint (1) to get the value 2 from 4 and 5 . When the system works as a generator, it uses the constraint to get the values 4 and 5 from 2 . Figure 3 is the parse tree for`Kim dispatched a revocation.' 4 We use the following abbreviation for the simplicity: 
3 Even if the number of daughters limits within two, there are two possible rules:`mother ! daughter, head-daughter' and`mother ! head-daughter, daughter.' Figure 3 uses We call X a syntactic category and Y a semantics for X. Since the following sections mainly concern structures of a parse tree, we will display only the concerning features and omit others.
4 Generation Algorithm As stated in Section 2, sentence generation is based on`memoized' version of the SHDG algorithm [SPvNM90, HDMN93] . 5 Rules in the grammar are divided into two sorts: chain rules and non-chain rules. A chain rule is a rule whose left hand side has the same semantics as the semantics of one of the right hand side of the rule. The element of the right hand side that has the same semantics as the semantics of the left hand side is called the semantic head. Rules whose left hand sides do not have the same semantics as the semantics of any element in the right hand side are non-chain rules. Consider the following simplied grammar. 6 The diculty of sentence generation is to balance between top down and bottom up procedures. When a given logical form is the semantics of a syntactic category near leaves in a parse tree, it is easier to nd what combination of lexical entries generates the logical form. On the other hand, when the logical form is the semantics of a syntactic category near the root in a parse tree, it is easier to nd how to divide the logical form into each daughter of the syntactic category. The algorithm is based on the idea that we can determine a certain point in a parse tree of the sentence to be generated; lower part of which should be generated in bottom up manner while upper part of which should be generated in top down manner. We call the semantics of such points pivot. The formal description of the algorithm is as follows:
A. Set E to fg, which is a pool of active and inactive edges. Set P to the given logical form, which is a pivot, the current processing semantics. B. Pick up a non-chain rule ! 1 ; 2 ; : : : ; n , semantics of whose left hand side is uniable to P .
Add 5 In the following explanation, notations are borrowed from [HDMN93] . 6 Note that these rules are derived from schema and principles as explained in Section 3. Rule 1. is one of the instances of the rule (1) Step B. Figure 4 shows how to generate a sentence \(Sono) mousikomi ga yokuzitu todoku (The oer reaches on the next day)." from a feature structure ]vp:: :. Some active edges contribute to building the whole sentence while the others do not. 7 Although this example does not have another possibility in creating inactive edges, inactive edges that does not contribute to building the whole sentence are also created in general.
Visualization System
The larger grammar becomes, the more dicult it becomes to manage and extend the grammar. In order to reduce this diculty, we have developed a visualization system that shows the generation process. As explained in Section 4, a number of active and inactive edges are produced within Generator one by one. The visualization system receives each edge and displays (only inactive) ones in tabular form indicating some dependencies among them.
We assign the two numbers, step and level, to each edge as follows: 1. Each inactive edge created from lexical rules is assigned to (step, level) = (s;0), where s is the creation order among the inactive edges generated from lexical rules. 2. Active edge generated from the pivot of an inactive edge inherits the same numbers of the inactive one. The initial active edge is assigned to (step, level) = (0; 0). 3. When a new inactive edge is created from the active edge assigned to (step, level) = (s 1 ; l 1 ) and the inactive edge assigned to (step, level) = (s 2 ; l 2 ), the new edge is assigned to (step, level) = (minfs 1 ; s 2 g; maxfl 1 ; l 2 g + 1). 4. The inactive edge assigned to (step, level) = (s;l) is displayed in the entry at (s;l). Table 1 illustrates the generation process in Section 4. This visualization algorithm provides the view that a syntactic category in a entry X except for ones in the bottom row is built from some of the syntactic categories in some of the entries below and right to X. For example, syntactic category vp in (0,1) in Table 1 can be seen as the result of combination of some of adv, v, p, and n with application of some phrase structure rule. (Actually it is built from adv and v with application of the rule 3 in Section 4.) This sort of table, however, omits most of the actual dependencies among syntactic categories, especially in the case where more than one possibility can exist. We gave up to show such dependencies in the table and decided to display them by the interaction to the user. Figure 5 is an actual screen of our user interface system. The argument and semantics of each syntactic category are hidden and displayed as sign Figure 5 displays the situation where the user clicked the entry gram unit in (1,6) and the system hilighted all the syntactic categories which construct the clicked entry. The system also provides the detail of the arguments and semantics of the clicked syntactic category and the parse tree of the hilighted syntactic categories. A CPF forms a predicate that has two arguments. The rst argument is an identier while the second is a list of pairs of attribute and value. In the above example, is terminated, sen, and must are predicate names while abj (abstract object), goa (goal), tim (time), cnt (content), and obj (object) are attribute names. Roughly speaking, a predicate in CPF corresponds to a reln feature in HPSG and other attributes corresponds to the case elements in HPSG. Note that the latter correspondence diers according to the predicates. So we prepare a table that maps the attributes in CPF into the case elements in HPSG. For example, the rst row has right/having in Table 2 tells that predicate has right in CPF is converted into having (as the value of the reln feature) in HPSG, the value of the attribute agt in CPF into the value of the exper feature in HPSG, and the value of the attribute obj in CPF into the value of the theme feature in HPSG. The letter in the middle of each element in the list of the right column in Table 2 means the type of the attributes. The attributes marked with n must be converted into the corresponding feature even if its value is an uninstantiated variable. The fourth element of each element in the list instructs the modication to that attribute. The second element in the list of the rst row has right/having means that the value of the theme feature is modied so that the resulting phrase becomes \.. .have the right X ... ." On the other hand, the attributes marked with o is optional, that is, when the value of the attribute is an uninstantiated variable, it is omitted. Formula (3) is converted into the following feature structure: Some degree of machine assistance for maintenance of the table is indispensable. Secondly, pronouns and multiple-clause sentences must be treated more precisely. Finally we need to aim at generating a text, which is not a mere set of sentences.
